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Introduction
This site is for people who know that having big tits is one thing, knowing how to use them is what
separates the teasers from the pleasers.

Adult Review
This is a site that appeared to have a lot of promise but before going any further it's important to point out a couple of key
flaws that can not be overlooked.  It appears that the people who operate the site spent much more time working on the outer
tour than they spent on the members area - which is never a good sign - and in this case it turns what could have been a great
site into one that is below average at best. <br />  <br />  The members area contains only (14) exclusive movies and all of
them are DRM encoded so that the moment you cancel your membership the files you have already downloaded from this
site will immediately stop working.  That being said, the site does offer some pretty good content and is only one part of a
much larger network but the other included sites are from various other niches so the actual amount of big tit content is more
like an "A" cup than a "D" cup in volume.  Also, all of the networked sites are also DRM coded as well.<br />  <br /> 
Making matters even worse, the video content on the site is segmented into as many as 30 or 40 individual clips per seen. 
That means if you want to watch one entire movie you have to download a large number of files one at a time so that you can
watch one or two minutes per clip without having the possibility of downloading the entire scene all at once in one click.  The
site does offer somewhat larger formats for broadband users but nothing near high-def and also without the possibility of
complete movie downloads by a single file.<br />  <br />  Strangely, for a site that didn�t bother having single click
downloads, and one that uses DRM coding,  they did do a nice job with their picture area by providing relatively complete
picture sets of each movie in pretty good quality. They even included iPod format video for perverts on the go.  These
features, while nice, do not come close to making up for the shortcomings of their members area.<br />  <br />  Given the
fact that this site is really providing only temporary content that disappears when you cancel, it would make sense if they
provided it to you for a discounted fee.  If this site were offered up for under ten bucks a month then the temporary DRM
encoded files would not be nearly as annoying.  However, they price this site in at a shocking $38.80 per month which puts it
at the very high end of all membership site price packages.  You can join two other quality websites for the same price as this
one and keep all of the content that you download from them forever, or you can join this site and download 14 exclusive
clips temporarily instead. Even the trial is not a good deal because it grants you only limited access to the site(s).<br />  <br
/>  Some of the other sites included in your membership are: Big Sausage Pizza, Right Off The Boat, Limo Patrol, Latina
Caliente, MILF Cruiser, Slut Seeker, Teen Hitchhikers, Hard-Core Partying, Two Chicks One Dick, Cheerleader Auditions,
Girls Hunting Girls, Eat My Black Meat, Nude Beach House and Euro Bride Tryouts.  You get full access to all of them and
they are each similar in size and quality to this site.  Along with those other premium memberships they also throw in a half
dozen other limited memberships to websites.

Porn Summary
Do yourself a favor and take a quick look around the rest of the tongue, there are plenty of sites for Tit fans that will do a
better job of satisfying your needs for less money than this one.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A DRM encoded small members area of  files just doesn't get it done.'
Quality: 78  Updates: 60 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 82
Support: 75 Unique: 60    Taste: 40        Final: 62

Porn Sites Included
Cheerleader Auditions (84) 
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Porn Niches
Breasts, Exclusive, Natural, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $38.80 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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